Although the molecular chemistry of thorium is dominated by the +4 oxidation state accounts of Th(III) complexes have continued to increase in frequency since the first structurally characterised example was reported thirty years ago. The isolation of the first Th(II) complexes in 2015 and exciting recent Th(III) and Th(II) reactivity studies both indicate that this long-neglected area is set to undergo a rapid expansion in research activity over the next decade, as previously seen since the turn of the millennium for analogous U(III) small molecule activation chemistry. In this perspective article, we review synthetic routes to Th(III) and Th(II) complexes and summarise their distinctive physical properties. We provide a near-chronological discussion of these systems, focusing on structurally characterised examples, and cover complementary theoretical studies that rationalise electronic structures. All reactivity studies of Th(III) and Th(II) complexes that have been reported to date are described in detail.
that of U-235 (0.72 %), eliminating the requirement for isotopic enrichment and therefore creating less waste. 4 Overcoming some of the issues in the generation of nuclear energy has inevitably led to a better understanding of the fundamental properties of the Ans, in particular uranium due to its relatively low radiological hazard. Numerous discoveries in non-aqueous An chemistry have been made over the past 60 years, driven by the increased level of control given by performing chemistry under strict anaerobic conditions. 5 Fundamental results obtained from these studies, for example gauging the extent of covalency in An-ligand bonds, can be transferred to industrially relevant systems. Whilst polarised covalent An-ligand bonding interactions are predominantly ionic, small differences in covalency are induced by the choice of An, metal oxidation state and coordinated ligands. Such variations are expressed experimentally in internuclear separations in nuclear fuel cycles. 6, 7 As the An series is traversed, the 5f orbital becomes less chemically accessible, thereby stabilising the +3 oxidation state and leading to lanthanide-(Ln) like behaviour for late Ans. 5b In contrast early An exhibit a range of oxidation states, but their chemistry tends to be predominated by higher states. For example, uranium tends to exhibit the +6 oxidation state in the presence of oxygen, 5 but in non-aqueous conditions the +3 oxidation state is readily accessible, as demonstrated by the facile syntheses of U(III) starting materials. 8 Rapid recent developments in low oxidation state uranium chemistry have led to landmark advances, such as the discovery of intrinsic single molecule magnet behaviour 9 and remarkable small molecule activation chemistry 10 of U(III) complexes. Furthermore, the facile 2e -oxidation of U(III) complexes has also generated interest for their potential applications in precious metal-like catalytic processes. 11 The interesting reactivity of U(III) complexes stems from their ability to undergo selective oxidation processes, with concomitant reduction of the target molecule or substrate. This has been widely reported in the literature and further discussion will not be covered in this work.
below the 5f manifold, leading to the prediction that thorium should have a 6d 1 21 Marks and co-workers later tested the generality of these methods to generate An(III) Cp complexes by comprehensively investigating the photolysis of a wide range of heteroleptic Th(IV) and U(IV) Cp alkyls; namely [Th(C 5 E 5 ) 3 
, and [Th(C 5 H 4 Me) 3 (n-C 4 H 9 )]. 22 A considerable number of control experiments were carried out to confidently assign the various mechanisms in operation in these reactions, with β-hydride elimination to give 1 and 2 dominating for Th(IV) alkyl precursors except for R= CH 3 , as would be expected. The magnetic susceptibility of 1, measured in this paper using Faraday techniques, was found to be highly temperature dependent (0.404 μ B , 298 K; 0.10 μ B , 4 K). Interestingly, the room temperature value is vastly different to that reported previously by Marks for the same compound (2.10 μ B , 298 K), 21 , was mentioned briefly in this paper. 22 However, to the best of our knowledge supporting analytical data for this complex has not been published in the interim so this complex is not discussed further here. 3 ] arises from the 6d z 2 orbital (89 %). 14a The energy of the 6d z 2 orbital in these systems rises across the An series with a corresponding decrease in the 5f manifold ( Figure 2 ). The AnL 2 -coordination motif and symmetry of 8 contrasts with the AnL 3 formulations of 1-7;
as such the interactions of thorium 5f and 6d orbitals with the ligand group orbitals, and therefore the ordering of valence molecular orbitals, are expected to differ considerably. Before the disclosure of 8 and its uranium homologue complexes of the general formula [An Figure 5 ). 26 These compounds display metrical parameters analogous to those of the Th(III) precursor, due to the insignificant differences in ionic radii between the divalent and trivalent cations. The characterisation data of 9a and 9b and DFT calculations performed on full models were both consistent with a diamagnetic 6d 2 ) that were far more intense than any of those exhibited by 4. 25 The electronic structures 
